The paper describes the logic structure and techniques used in a Simscript program for simulating the movement of ships through a network of locks, reaches, lakes, and ports. The program also provides for endogenous route selection between "micro-route" alternatives, i.e., parallel locks or canals, and for the endogenous scheduling of ship movements, given port-toport commodity movement demand and fleet mix. The model is basically a general network simulation tool based on the concept of a "route map" which describes the sequence of facilities to be traversed between given points in the network. The cardinal mechanism in the model is a Movement Control Module 567 which monitors the route map of each ship during its voyage and sends the vessel to generalized satellite modules where the performance of locks, reaches, lakes, and ports are simulated. Attributes carried by the ship initialize the generalized modules to simulate a specific lock, reach, lake, or port as dictated by the ship's position along its route map.
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The model is being used to simulate the performance of the Great Lakes System for the Corps of Engineers.
Background
The model described in this paper was The first three problem areas are, in fact, general to many transport systems; and it is only the fourth which specifically orients the model to a shipping application. In a P_ersonal Rapid Transit (PRT) application, for instance, the specific facilities might be switches, track segments, and stations, and the commodities to be transported would be people.
NETSIM Structure
The purpose of this paper is to present the conceptual basis of the model (Figure i ). This structure has been largely retained in implemening the model. NETSIM may be considered as consisting of three stages: the preprocessor, the simulation, and the postprocessor stages.
The Preprocessor Stage
The preprocessor stage is concerned with preparing and loading the data stream which con- 4.
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allow for cases where parallel "micro- 
Ship Navigation Modules
The place of the reach, lake, lock, and port simulation modules in the model structure was described in the last section. Some of the features of these modules are now described.
Reach Module
The reach module represents ship transit time by sampling from a transit time probability function appropriate to the particular reach in question. The function may be derived from empirical data, or it may be a theoretical function. The module incorporates an optional reach-speclfic no passing rule which allows a trailing vessel to overtake but not to pass a preceding vessel in a reach.
Lake Module
The lake module functions in a fashion similar to the reach module except that no constraints are imposed on passing. An internodal distance matrix is specified for each lake in the input stream. When a ship is to cross a lake between given node points, this matrix is referenced to obtain the appropriate distance. Lake transit times are derived by sampling from a standard cumulative density function (CDF) which is adjusted according to the distance to be traversed on the lake and the characteristics of the subject vessel.
Lock Module
The lock module has the most complex logic structure. This intricacy results from the inherently complex nature of an efficient locking operation and was dictated, in part, by the need to simulate the performance of a lock so that it is sensitive to engineering design features. Figure 2 depicts the nine time elements in relation to the physical lock configuration that are used to simulate lock operations. 
Language
Although the earlier MCDD model was constructed using IBM's General Purpose Simulation the NETSIM concept made it impossible to prespecify its potential uses and applications.
Certainly, even in a shipping context, it is easy to envisage model capabilities beyond those actually required by the Corps of Engineers for i.
the current research project. Simscrlpt, being a general purpose language, was selected since it offered the inherent ability to encompass easily any developments of NETSIM. In addition, 2.
the Engllsh-llke readability of the language allows a Simscrlpt written program to virtually serve as its own documentation. This is a dis-3. tinct advantage in a complex model. 
